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Chicago’s insight on 
global trends  
Chicago’s sell-out International Home + Housewares Show (IH+HS
March 7-10) provided visitors with an insightful line-up of educational
sessions, including an overview of consumer trends by the IHA's
lifestyle trend forecaster, Tom Mirabile, senior vice president, global
trend and design at Lifetime Brands (see linked story), a panel
discussion on the convergence of housewares and
giftware, and colour trends by Lee Eiseman of the
Pantone Color Institute. 

In one of her two presentations, Lee discussed the
Pantone Home + Interiors Palettes for 2015 (which also
comprised a display in the Hall of Global Innovation at
the IH+HS). Palettes included ‘Footloose’ (pictured)
which reflects the simple pleasures of being outdoors. 

In her second presentation, Lee looked at colour
families and changing connotations. For example, she
traced the changing attitude towards avocado green, a
70s staple, which is gaining in popularity thanks to
healthy eating (guacamole dip was apparently the
bestselling snack at the US’ recent SuperBowl!)

Phil Brandl, president and ceo of the not-for-profit
International Housewares Association, which owns and
operates the IH+HS, said: “The Show kicked off with high
attendance on Saturday and the positive buzz continued
throughout the exhibit halls through Tuesday.”

The IH+HS hosted 2,115 exhibitors from 46 countries
and recorded an increase in total buyer attendance from
US and international markets.The next IH+HS is 5–8
March, 2016.

* Educational sessions can be heard at
http://www.housewares.org/kc/ed/15.aspx. See also
gia news (page 7 and pages 31-33).

News from Chicago

Know your generations
“It’s a complex world with three unique
adult spending generations,” said Lifetime
Brands’ Tom Mirabile in his presentation at
the IH+HS. He reflected on the “myth” that
younger consumers (aka Generation Y)
“only shop online,” stating: “They actually
love to shop retail, especially in an
interactive environment.” Meanwhile,
Generation X (“largely the family
generation”) is “more focused on trading up
or making their lives more efficient.”
However, “Boomers” are “at a point where
they are repurposing what they have,” and:
“39% plan a major home improvement
project in the next three years.”
* Sid Ramnarace, designer of Savora for
Lifetime Brands was part of the panel
discussing the merger of housewares and
gifts. Sid relishes his opportunity to create
“items that people can have an emotional
connection to.” He highlighted Savora’s top
seller – its “stainless steel colander that
many use as a table centerpiece”.

Hot bed of ideas in IH+HS
Inventors’ Corner
Chicago’s IH+HS buzzed with enthusiasm from
exhibitors of all sizes, including those young
companies showing off new concepts and recent
introductions in the Inventors’ Corner section. 

Products in Inventors’ Corner included The
Creaminator, a “revolutionary ice cream spade made
from solid aluminium with a scalloped edge and air
pockets so that the ice cream slides off,” says Jim Renfro
from kitchen tool supplier, Lovcanaries, as well as Zipzicle’s Neoprene Ice Pop
Holders and disposable Ice Pop bags (stocked by Lakeland). 

Geraint Krumpe of Kitchen Goose demonstrated the novelty factor of his
gadget to scramble eggs while in their shells. “The eggs can then be stored
until you are ready to cook scrambled eggs, soft boil or make devilled eggs.” He points out: “It’s perfect to take
ready prepared eggs camping.” 

Spanish inventor, Francisco Gonzalez introduced his cordless electric knife with a heated blade, which can slice
frozen food. Meanwhile US inventors, Sam and Jennifer Sharp demonstrated The Knife Glider, designed (following
a food preparation accident) to keep fingers away from blades when chopping and cutting.

The new Olive X-Press home olive oil press from Stratus Investments reflects the potential for an increase in DIY
artisan foods. Food storage meets fashion with bag seals from Fresh Tape (available in the UK via Harold Imports.)

Exhibitors at Inventors’ Corner also pitched products to panels of experts (representing retailers, suppliers,
distributors and media) to gain feedback on commerciality. Experts included Matthew Canwell from Lakeland,
Louise Gray of Hot Plate Products and Pamela Plancher of Harold Imports.

Above: The IH+HS’s new branding for
2016 reflects the “intersection of
technology and design,” states brand
consultant Adrienne Weiss.

● Winners of the IHA Innovation Awards,
presented at the IH+HS included
FusionBrands’ WaveRack (topping the
Cleaning section) – a flexible, folding dishrack
“which looks good if you leave it out,” says
designer Kraigh Stewart of FusionBrands
(from Hot Plate Products in the UK). For more
on Utilty see pages 42-43.
● A new study from SodaStream in the UK
has proven that having a SodaStream
sparkling water maker “helps you drink a litre
more water in the home,” confirms Barak
Orenstein, global brand communications
manager, consumption. The brand
introduced its new Naturals range of water
flavours to the US market at the IH+HS. 
● Former Republican presidential candidate
Mitt Romney was the speaker at the annual
Industry Breakfast during the IH+HS. He told
industry members: “The best thing you can
do is be successful in your enterprise and
build a business that is successful globally.”
● First time IH+HS exhibitor, Sherri French
of Spbang created her own reusable
sandwich bags as (with two kids’ packed
lunches) she was “so fed up with throwing
away plastic.” Living and working in China,
Sherri originally had the bags made there.
On moving back to the US, she moved
manufacturing “40 minutes from home,”
and “is beating China prices.”
Spbang’s dishwasher-safe bags include a
design that “has a blank side to you can
write notes to your kids on it,” adds Sherri
(pictured below).

CHICAGO NIBS

Above: Inventors’ Corner include Liz Gullum and
Laura Wilkinson Sinton of FreshTape (front left),
Geraint Krumpe of Kitchen Goose, Jim Renfro of
Lovcanaries, Zipzicle’s Shawna Palmer and 
Francisco Gonzalez with his Frozencut. 

Above: The Pantone Footloose palette display included
products from BIA Cordon Bleu (distributed by DRH Collection
in the UK), Zoku (Burton McCall in UK), Dreamfarm (Forma
House in UK), Neoflam (Grunwerg in UK) and KitchenAid. Its
colour combinations comprise Winter Pear and Strawberry
Pink; Blazing Orange, Deep Periwinkle and Meadow Green, in
addition to Capri and Vallarta Blue.
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